NZ4U2U Caravan Hire

The Black Water System (toilet)

The black waste system is not like your toilet at home. It is two-step: The toilet needs to be both flushed, using
the flush button located on the top of your toilet cistern, and evacuated, using the grey slide on the side of the
toilet towards the base. To empty the contents of the bowl after use, slide the evacuation lever horizontally. This
will open the valve in the bottom of the bowl and allow the contents of the toilet to fall into the cassette below.
Return the slide to the closed position after the evacuation has completed.
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To empty the cassette, open the outside toilet hatch and remove the cassette from the cavity by pulling it
towards you. It should slide easily. If it does not, check you have the evacuation slide inside closed. Do not force
the toilet cassette out of the housing or it will break. It has wheels and a handle which makes it easy to
maneuver. It must be emptied either into an approved dump station or a toilet. To empty pivot the funnel and
remove the cap. Tip the cassette and empty the contents while depressing the air release valve. Once emptied,
open the cover hatch on the top and pivot the orange tab/toggle beside this hatch. The opens the lid of the
cassette and allows you to put a hose into the cassette and flush the contents. Ensure you do not tip/drop the
hatch cover into the dump station along with the contents of your toilet cassette. To return the cassette to the
caravan, ensure the orange toggle/tab is parallel to the toilet cassette. Do not force the cassette.
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Your toilet may not need any special toilet agent in the cassette. It really depends on how long the contents are
likely to be in the tank and the rules of the disposal location. A red light will show on the top of the flush tank
when it is due to be emptied. We do not suggest waiting for this light as an overfilled cassette can be very
unpleasant to deal with. Any overflow will collect in the exterior cavity and is messy to clean up. Your caravan
cassette must be returned empty and rinsed out and your toilet external cavity must be clean.
Your flush tank for your toilet uses a separate water supply to your potable drinking water. It can be located
above the toilet compartment on the outside of the caravan. If you flush the toilet and there is no water do not
hold down the button or you will just burn out the pump. Unlock the flush tank on the exterior of the caravan
and use a bucket to fill this tank. There is a handy bucket under the seat in the front of your caravan.
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